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About This Game
Axes up! Bows drawn! Raise your horns!
Trolls, kobolds and other mythical creatures have it in for the fortress of the Vikings - and these are exactly who you're gonna
beat up left and right in Viking Rage.
Thanks to virtual reality, in this tower defense game with a twist you are in the middle of the action, which might even make a
bearded raider cry!
No use for fast clicking - you've got the controllers and with that the protection of your village in your hands, so go all out and:

Throw axes and bombs
Shoot with bow and arrows or crossbows
Play with the four elements
Surprise the intruders with traps
There are outlandish lands, ludicrous weapons and all kinds of enemies to discover.
Let Thor guide you to reach a Norse war frenzy!
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Title: Viking Rage
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
N-Gon Entertainment
Publisher:
Headup Games
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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I swear to god, I left this game off for two days and when I came back there was a pile of skeletons in the middle of town and an
abandoned child playing in the dirt near the harvest fields.
Virtual Villagers DOES NOT \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 AROUND.. super cool game
+good controls
+good story
+good graphics
+always running at below 20fps

-none

overall i can really feel the passion put into this game, gj devs!. This easy and kind of historical point&click adventure game. I
finished it almost in 2 hours.
I give 7 out of 10 .. you need to F U * K I N G click and drag to shoot but it SO UNRESPONSIVE!
Other than that its a decent puzzle game. Negitive review though because it is more frustrating than good.. The extremely poor
combat wrecks what should be a very good game.
So much of this game has promise, but the lack of a block essentially locks you into strange clunky mobility (There's no
backwards dash) to avoid enemies, and the addition of fall damage to a platformer that's primarily vertical just makes it feel bad
to play.. Looks i really really want to give a positive feedback for this game. I try to enjoy this game as much, i like the concept
very of limited resources.
Then on mission rescue scarlet, scarlet already reach safe place as mission objective. But the game still not progresssing and
make me stuck on this. It took me nearly an hour to reach scarlet then can't complete the mission plus can't save on battle make
me really dissapointed.
I will not recommend by this game as this bug block me from finishing this game.. i know the ai cheats in the normal game but
never as bad as this mod. the game was in one minute 30 seconds and the easy ai already had 5 units AND a barracks....i couldnt
even afford a second unit after building a barracks. Used to love these games as a kid. Doesn't get any easier though!
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I'm not a fan of remixes, but this music got me all pumped up!. It's an ok game. The fighting is similar to Total Wars, although
the camera is a bit annyoing. The map is restirected to 16 provninces and to win you just have to conquer them all one by one,
doing various missions assigend to you. There are some RPG elements to the game making the game less monotnous. It's a good
game, nothing less or more.. It was okay.. It's cheap and also it's golf. Does what it says in the title.
Some levels are a bit infuriating, it is a bit hard to aim the boop when trying to fling it, but the other stuff is pretty good so far..
EDIT: The game's development cycle was ended prematurely by Ubisoft, one of their common bad practices. This is why I
changed my rating to negative.
It is still an amazing game however and one of the best Heroes ever. Wait until it is dirt cheap (no money to Ubisoft please!) and
then play it.
I waited long until I decided to buy H7 and the add-on, both due to the amount of bugs reported and due to my negative
experience with H6 (which was boring and repetitive, despite the nice graphics).
Well, all I have to say is, H7 after patch 2.0 is definitely worth playing and has the potential to become one of the highlights in
the series. The gameplay is diverse, it keeps me coming back for more, the hotseat mode fast and entertaining, and I love the
campaign so far. It is also positive that the devs added several single-player scenario maps for free.
Of course the bugs are still noticeable, and the game is technically not well optimized. The most notorious problem is the
memory leak: There is a constant and increasing consumption of memory and it does lead to the game becoming slow, game
sounds getting distorted, and bugs like the infamous double attack getting more common. The only way to solve this right now is
to actually terminate the game, wait 30-50 secs until the bloated RAM usage goes back to normal, and then start it again (rinse
and repeat after another 4 hours).
If a few bugs and the above described technical issues do not bother you that much, then I definitely recommend you give the
game a try. H7 is slowly becoming my favorite Heroes title. And since I am confident that the devs will fix the remaining bugs
(and hopefully add some more content), I rate the game positively and look forward to a 2nd expansion and further
improvements.. Update--The devs just wrote me here in the revie that it´s now working on Win10 !! I played it yesterday on Win7 and it even works
there :D

+ Campaign map which allmost all RTS fail to have, here it adds good depth
+Tactical deep gameplay
+ Simplistic RTS with few buildings to build that actually have meaning
+ Units with soldiers and officers drum/flagbearers have more moral
+ Units automaticly form column on roads to travel faster ( A super inovative feature)
+ Units have morale and can break if they get to weak or march to hard
+ Units gain experience during the battles
+ Caring devs that really wants this diamond to shine even brighter to a new audience and attract us old fans of the game.
- New feature + Skirmish which now supoorts a battle with several enemeies or allies on
the same map. In the original Cossacks2 it only supported 1 vs 1 against ai.
- Only minus is that you cant adjust the gamespeed of it, Then it could have been even more tactical combat and you wouldnt
have the need to pause when you are into a battle, but this is not a minus on the game itself.
- No map editor or mod support to add more maps into it.
- If you start the game in 1024 resolution it will still be
that resolution when you go back to desktop. There is no way I can recommend this game unless you are looking to be
frustrated at:
- Slippery movement
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- Annoying wall-jumping
- Random spikes in difficulty
- and mostly boring levels
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